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Dr. Arati Kreibich cofounded Glen Rock After the March, the most successful grass roots
organization in the borough’s history and the second biggest in the county. She has spoken at
and coordinated rallies in Glen Rock for International Women's Day, and recently after
Charlottesville. She is a member of Glen Rock Environmental Commission and is also active in
many Glen Rock based community organizations, including Glen Rock Women In Community
Service, the League of Women Voters and in the Glen Rock Indian Community. Having earned a
Doctorate in Neuroscience from the University of Pennsylvania, and worked in academia and
industry, she is currently a Scientific Advisor for a nonprofit dedicated to finding treatments for
a rare muscle disease.
As a proud, naturalized American citizen, I remain grateful for my right to vote. This Tuesday,
Nov 7th, I am excited and humbled to ask you, my friends and neighbors to vote for me and
Amy Martin, the Glen Rock A Team, for Borough Council.
I am running for a stronger, more sustainable Glen Rock, where everyone has a seat at the
table. I bring to Council a unique perspective that doesn’t already exist. I appreciate the value of
each tax dollar, particularly because I grew up as a struggling immigrant. Combining this
awareness with skills I use daily in my job –vetting proposals and budgets, setting and enforcing
milestones means that I will help us make wise financial decisions. I bring to the table my
values, work ethic, collaborative spirit, and lens of scientific inquiry. I ask challenging questions,
welcome debate and make decisions based on evidence. Equally important, my perspective as
someone who hasn’t always been heard, drives me to seek out others who feel the same way.
This is why my top priority has been to listen and learn from you.
Amy and I share this sensibility, and our platform was developed with your input. Our ideas were
fueled by your voices. We are confident in our shared vision and know that by working together,
we can become a thriving, vibrant and sustainable community.
On Nov 7th, please vote! And for your seat at the table, please vote for Arati and Amy, the Glen
Rock A team.

